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a b s t r a c t

This paper describes an operational optimization strategy to be adopted at the wind park control level,
that enables defining the commitment of wind turbines and their active and reactive power outputs
following requests from Wind Park Dispatch Centers, assuming that individual wind turbines short-term
wind speed forecasts are known and are expressed as power availability. This operational strategy was also
developed with a concern on the minimization of the connection/disconnection changes of the individual
wind generators, for a given time horizon. When identifying the active/reactive dispatching policies, wind
generators loading capabilities are also taken in account. This optimization tool is especially suited to
manage large wind parks.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The large increase of the penetration of wind generation in
power systems is leading to the need of controlling wind parks
output (active and reactive power), namely in situations where
wind generation is delivering its energy to the market or when grid
operational restrictions require a strict control over the output of
these generation entities. Since a considerable share of this gen-
eration is geographically distributed in several wind parks, with
different installed capacities, a hierarchical monitoring and con-
trol approach is being developed and adopted in several systems.
This control approach involves, on top of the controlling pyramid,
a Wind Park Dispatch Center controlling several wind parks that
will be required to dispatch their wind energy conversion systems
to fulfil the demands from the Central Dispatch Center.

As example, Wind Generation Dispatch Centers (acting as Gen-
eration Aggregation Agents) will be installed in the Portuguese
system, adopting for this purpose a hierarchical control architec-
ture. Having in mind that wind generation can inject power either
in the transmission network or in the distribution grids, commu-
nication links must be established between the Wind Generation
Dispatch Centers and the transmission system operator (TSO) or
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the distribution system operators (DSO) [1]. If one assumes also,
the participation of wind generation in the market, similar com-
munication links must be established with the market operator.
Spain is presently already promoting the development of a similar
architecture for wind generation dispatch control centres [2].

Under this scenario, wind generators are expected to be able to
control their active and reactive power outputs. Double fed induc-
tion generators (DFIG) controlled by static converters and variable
speed synchronous generators with full electronic grid interface
are presently already capable of assuring such individual control
capabilities [3].

It is also known that wind generators where reactive power gen-
eration can be controlled allow wind parks capacity to be further
increased [4], since the transfer capacity of the wind park intercon-
nection lines can be better used.

Regarding DFIG, a great variety of control strategies can be used
in the operation of these machines as it can be seen from Refs.
[3,5–9]. In these works, strategies to control active and reactive
power wind park outputs also were proposed. In these researches
wind park control models are built-up with a hierarchical modu-
lar structure: a central wind park controller sends out reference
signals to each local wind turbine controller. Namely in Ref. [7] a
dispatch module for a wind park is described, assuming however
that wind generator’s dispatch is performed as a proportional divi-
sion of operator’s request through all the wind turbines. Ref. [9]
describes an optimization strategy to be adopted at the supervi-
sory wind park control level with the objective of assuring that
the wind park active and reactive power outputs fulfil the requests
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defined by system operators, assuming wind speeds constant and
equal for all the wind turbines and without the possibility of con-
necting/disconnecting wind generators.

When dealing with the management strategy of a large wind
park, wind power forecast are needed, in order to allow for a correct
allocation of generation and to assign a confidence interval and
risk indicators to the results obtained. Wind power forecasts can
be obtained in a wind park for each wind turbine, adopting the
methodology described in Ref. [19] that also takes into account the
orography of the wind park site, provided that wind speeds from
meteorological wind speed forecasts are available. A methodology
for assessing on-line the prediction risk of short-term wind power
forecasts, is described in Ref. [10]. This methodology consists in
computing confidence intervals with a confidence level defined by
the end-user and adapted for the wind power prediction problem
taking into account the dependency of the errors on the level of
predicted power.

The identification of an adequate operational strategy for the
wind generators requires the consideration of the relation between
active and reactive power in order to keep each generator operat-
ing inside their technical limits. On the other hand, if wind power
generation is used to provide a voltage control and reactive power
ancillary services, such situation must be taken into account when
defining the wind park operational strategy. Ref. [11] describes
the modelling of the conventional synchronous generators into
reactive OPF, and shows that the influence of a generator in the
reactive power market changes with the load demand, influencing
the voltage profile and also the maximum loadability limit of the
system.

The present paper describes an optimization strategy, to be
adopted at the wind park control level, to define the commitment
of the wind turbines and their active and reactive set points fol-
lowing requests from the Wind Park Dispatch Centers, assuming
that individual wind turbines short-term power generation fore-
casts are known and are expressed as active available power [19].
This approach was also developed with a concern on the minimiza-
tion of the connection/disconnection of the machines for a given
time horizon. The global optimization problem is formulated in
two stages, in a similar way as in conventional generation systems,
solving first the unit commitment problem, and them solving a non-
linear problem that allows obtaining active and reactive power set
points for wind turbines. An example for a hypothetical wind park
with 10 wind generators, presented in Fig. 1, is used in this paper
to illustrate the presented approach.

2. Optimization problem

The problem of deciding which turbine will be committed, and
identifying the active and reactive power output set points for each
wind turbine in a wind park, following requests from a Wind Park
Dispatch Center can be performed in a similar way as the one
used in classical generation systems, through the solution of two
interrelated optimization problems. A Unit Commitment problem
is solved first, in order to determine the turbine schedule, and a
technical dispatch is solved to find the set point values for each tur-
bine at each period in a second step. In both of these problems, the
demanded power is the power requested by the Wind Park Dispatch
Center.

Wind parks production has some particularities that need to be
considered. One of these special characteristics is that wind power
has no generation cost, but is not always available. Therefore a
short-term forecasting needs to be performed in order to know the
availability of generation in the different wind turbines. In this work
one has assumed that individual wind turbines short-term wind
generation forecasts are known being expressed as power avail-

Fig. 1. Wind park schematic.

ability, as in Refs. [10,19], with an associated confidence interval.
Another characteristic is that wind parks have a radial configuration
that allows obtaining an estimate of the wind park internal active
losses. The time horizon to be adopted can be considered according
to the operational needs. However, since the forecast error increases
as the time horizon increases, a short-term power forecast of less
than 6 h is usually adopted.

2.1. Unit commitment of wind turbines

In order to identify the status (on–off) of each wind turbine j
at period i, binary variables Xi

j
are used [12,13]. The objective for

this sub-problem consists in a simultaneous minimization of the
number of turbines in operation and status changes for a given time
horizon A, in order to establish an operation strategy.

The solution of this Unit Commitment can be obtained by solving
a mixed integer linear programming optimization problem (MILP)
[12] as formulated bellow:

Min

np∑
i=1

ng∑
j=1

(bijX
i
j + cijY ij + dijZij + PiNDu + PiNDL

) (1)

s.t.

−
ng∑
j=1

Xij P
Max Si
gj

+
nb∑
k=1

Pidk
+ PiLOSS − PiNDu ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np (2)

ng∑
j=1

Xij P
min Si
gj

−
nb∑
k=1

Pidk
− PiLOSS − PiNDL

≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np (3)

(Xij − Xi−1
j

) − Yij ≤ 0 for i = 2, . . . ,np (4)

−Yij ≤ 0 for i = 2, . . . ,np (5)

(Xi+1
j

− Xij ) − Zij ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np − 1 (6)

−Zij ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np − 1 (7)

−PiNDu ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np (8)

−PiNDL
≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,np (9)
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The objective function, presented in Eq. (1), corresponds to the
minimization of the sum of the product between operational costs
(bi
j
, ci
j
anddi

j
) and the turbine (on/off) status (Xi

j
), start-up and shut-

down (Yi
j

and Zi
j
) of each turbine. In this objective function it is

considered the possibility that the unit commitment problem in
wind parks can present unfeasibility problems because it is not
assured that the total available wind power will be greater than
the active power requested plus internal wind park losses, for all
time intervals, which is different from the conventional cases where
the active power generation available is always greater than active
power demanded plus any power station internal active losses. To
avoid unfeasible solutions for the whole problem, two errors indi-
cators PiNDu

andPiNDL
, are then included into the objective function

and in the feasibility constrains (2) and (3) of the unit commit-
ment problem. PiNDu

andPiNDL
are affected by a coefficient , that is

greater than the sum of the other components of the objective func-
tion, to assure thatPiNDu

andPiNDL
will be zero when the active power

requested to the wind park can be generated from the available
wind turbines.

Since PiNDu
andPiNDL

are non-negatives variables, as imposed in
constraints (8) and (9), they tend to zero in order to minimize the
objective function value if the unit commitment problem is feasible,
which happens if, for period i, the maximum wind park capability
is larger than the requested power plus internal losses or the min-
imum wind park generation capability plus internal losses is less
than the requested power, as imposed in Eqs. (2) and (3).

If these conditions do not occur for a given period i, these error
variables became:

(a) PiNDu
= −
∑ng

j=1P
MaxSi
gj

+ PiLOSS +
∑nb

k=1P
i
dk

and PiNDL
= 0 if the

requested power is larger than the maximum available gener-
ation output; or

(b) PiNDu
= 0 and PiNDL

= Pmin TMi

g − PiLOSS −
∑nb

k=1P
i
dk

if the min-

imum wind park capability is larger than the requested power
plus internal wind park losses.

The lower wind park capability corresponds to the minimum
technical limit of one of the generators, Pmin TMi

g .
In the case (b) there are not an output from wind park,

but in case (a) all the wind turbines are committed and∑nb
k=1P

i
dk

− PiNDu
− PiLOSS is the maximum active power that

can be delivered from the wind park.
Constrains (2) and (3) establish that the solution is feasible,

because from these constrains and considering PiNDu
= 0 andPiNDL

=
0,
∑nb

k=1P
i
dk

+ PiLOSS ≤
∑ng

j=1X
i
j
PMax Si
gj

and
∑ng

j=1X
i
j
Pmin Si
gj

≤
∑nb

k=1P
i
dk

+ PiLOSS
Eqs. (4)–(7) represent the start-up and shut-down constrains for

each wind turbine, as defined in Ref. [12].

2.2. Dispatch of wind turbines

2.2.1. DFIG P–Q characteristics
Generally, the reference value of the active power that a DFIG

should generate is established through optimum generation curves,
which provide the active power as a function of the generator
rotational speed. Such curves are derived as a result of thorough
analysis of the wind turbine aerodynamics, and define the maxi-
mum mechanical power the DFIG can extract from the wind at any
angular speed [9,14,15].

On the other hand, when establishing the reactive power to be
generated or absorbed by a DFIG, the major constraint that should
be accounted for consists in the excessively high currents that may

Fig. 2. Capability curves for a DFIG turbine.

be driven into or out of the rotor at any particular ambient temper-
ature [14,15]. From Ref. [14], the following analytical expression –
referred to as P–Q load curve – relating the stator-side active and
reactive powers to the peak value of the rotor current of the jth
generator in the ith period, |iirj |, can be derived:

(Pigj )
2 +
(
Qigj −

3Lmj
|Vi
j
|2

4�fsLsj

)2

=
(

3Lmj
|Vi
j
|

2Lsj

)2

|iirj |
2 (10)

where all the parameters have the same meaning that in Ref. [14].
The examination of (10), reveals that the P–Q load curves corre-
spond approximately to eccentric circumferences in the P–Q plane,
whose eccentricity along the Q-axis and radius turn out to be
3|Vi

j
|2/4�fsLsi and (3Lmj

|Vi
j
||iirj |)/2Lsj , respectively [14]. The eccen-

tricity of the curves reveals that the DFIG exhibits a bigger ability
to absorb reactive power than to generate it, as expected for any
inductive load.

The P–Q characteristic curve for a specified temperature is com-
pleted by adding the maximum and minimum active available
powers, as defined before, represented as straight lines. Fig. 2 shows
the composed curve for the DFIG turbine P–Q output. In this figure
the shadow part is the area where the operation of the turbine can
be considered as feasible. From this figure, one can observe that
when the available active power at the wind turbine is close to
its nominal values, the available reactive power decreases. On the
other hand, when the available active power at the wind turbine is
close to its minimum technical limit, the largest amount of reactive
power is available.

2.2.2. Dispatch problem
The determination of the active and reactive power genera-

tion outputs of each wind turbine for the scheduled turbines
that result from the solution of the unit commitment problem,
is obtained through the solution of a NLP optimization problem
defined through the minimization of the mismatch between the
total wind park generation output (active and reactive) and wind
park Dispatch Center requests, considering the generator terminal
voltage and other operational constrains.

The non-linear optimization sub-problem for each ith interval
is formulated as

Min �iP˛
i
P + �iQ˛iQ (11)

s.t.

(1 − ˛iP)Pidk − Pigk + Pik(Vik, �ik) = 0 for k = 1,2, . . . ,nb (12)

(1 − ˛iQ )Qidk − Qigk + Qik(Vik, �ik) = 0 for k = 1,2, . . . ,nb (13)

0 ≤ ˛iP ≤ 1 (14)
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0 ≤ ˛iQ ≤ 1 (15)

PMinSi
gj

≤ Pigj ≤ PMaxSi
gj

for j = 1,2, . . . ,ng (16)

Qigj ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√√√√(3Lmj

|Vi
j
|

2Lsj
|iirj |
)2

− (Pigj )
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−

3|Vi
j
|2

4�fsLsj
for j = 1,2, . . . ,ng (17)

−Qigj ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√√√√(3Lmj

|Vi
j
|

2Lsj
|iirj |
)2

− (Pigj )
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+

3|Vi
j
|2

4�fsLsj
for j = 1,2, . . . ,ng (18)

Vmin
k ≤ Vik ≤ VMax

k for k = 1,2, . . . ,nb (19)

Eqs. (12) and (13) represent the active and reactive power bal-
ance equations in each wind park bus, parameterized by ˛P and ˛Q
as in [16,17]. SincePidk

andQidk
are the wind park output, they are dif-

ferent from zero only when k is the interconnection bus. Pigk andQigk
are the active and reactive power generated at each wind turbine,
and they are different from zero only if the bus is a generation bus
and the turbine is committed, and Pi

k
(Vi
k
, �i
k
) andQi

k
(Vi
k
, �i
k
) are the

active and reactive power balance vectors as function of voltages
and angles for all the wind park buses.

Eq. (11) shows the objective function adopted, that consists
in two variables (˛iP and˛iQ ) representing the percentage of the

non-delivered active and reactive power outputs (˛iPP
i
dk

and˛iQQ
i
dk

)

regarding the Dispatch Center request at each i period. Other terms
can be added to the objective function modelling different strate-
gies, as described in [9]. Coefficients �iP and�iQ are weight factors
that control the priorities regarding active and reactive power gen-
eration.

Limits are imposed in Eqs. (14) and (15) to variables ˛. When
˛iP = 0 or˛iQ = 0 it corresponds to the maximum power delivered
to the system, as required by the wind park Dispatch Center. On
the other side when these variables are equal to 1, no energy is
delivered to the system [16].

Operational limits are considered in Eqs. (16)–(19).
Generated active and reactive powers are accounted in Eqs.

(16)–(18), considering the wind turbines operational limits, as
available active power, as result of the approach described in Ref.
[10], and the minimum technical limits of generators.

Reactive power is treated as a functional variable, such that
Qigk = (1 − ˛iQ )Qidk

+ Qi
k
(Vi
k
, �i
k
) and maximum and minimum reac-

tive power limits are defined, exploiting Eq. (10), in Eqs. (17) and
(18), respectively. For a pre-specified temperature, maximum rotor
current |iirj | allowed by the wind turbine is defined, being the limit
for reactive power dependent of the stator voltage and the active
power generated. As different types of DFIG generators or differ-
ent temperatures can be considered, different values for |iirj | need
to be taken into account. Note that Eqs. (16)–(18) represent the
operational area showed in Fig. 2.

Finally, voltage limits for all the buses are considered in Eq. (19).
Line capacity restrictions were not considered since it was

assumed that the wind park electrical cables were selected

Fig. 3. Losses of wind park for different load request.

accounting properly for the maximum line flows that result from
maximum wind power generation.

The NLP sub-problem is solved in this work using the predictor-
corrector version of primal–dual non-linear interior points method,
as described in Ref. [18].

3. Results

Results are present next to illustrate the capabilities of this
approach, using a small wind park with 10 turbines (660 kW nom-
inal capacity) and 21 lines forming two feeders connected to the
grid interconnection bus through a transformer, as shown in Fig. 1.

For this case it was assumed that each wind generator would
be disconnected with its own transformer, without the need of any
internal wind park grid reconfiguration.

Voltage limits (Vmin
k

andVMax
k

) are assumed to be within the
range 0.9–1.1 p.u. Limits for active power and reactive power are
calculated as described before. The values presented in reference
[14] were used to define the P–Q curves of the wind generators
used in this research. No capacitor devices are considered. Different
available wind active powers are considered for each wind turbine
assuming that wind power forecasts are available.

Matlab 7.0 functionalities were used to provide the numerical
solutions of the full optimization problem.

Since estimates of the wind park internal losses are needed to
solve the unit commitment problem, such an estimate was calcu-
lated by interpolating the value of the Dispatch Center request into
a curve of losses obtained previously. Fig. 3 shows this curve assum-
ing that the typical relation between reactive power and active
power (tg (ı)) is 0.2 for each wind generator.

3.1. A general case

Table 1 shows four maximum available active power values for
each wind turbine, obtained from a wind power forecast for four
consecutive periods of time. The first column shows the number of
the time period, and the others columns show the power available
at each generator in each period. These maximum available active
power limits result from a wind power forecasting, as described in

Table 1
Maximum power available in each turbine (MW)

Period Turbine Total

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

1 0.60 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.66 0.66 0.63 0.54 0.59 0.66 5.86
2 0.40 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.28 0.39 0.25 0.37 0.29 0.44 3.60
3 0.37 0.39 0.45 0.57 0.52 0.56 0.58 0.44 0.37 0.51 4.75
4 0.60 0.52 0.46 0.64 0.66 0.56 0.56 0.66 0.60 0.51 5.77
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Table 2
Turbine dispatch (Pigk andQigk )

Turbine bus Intervals

1 2 3 4

P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar) P2
gk

(MW) Q2
gk

(Mvar) P3
gk

(MW) Q3
gk

(Mvar) P4
gk

(MW) Q4
gk

(Mvar)

4 0.60 0.53 0.40 0.62 0.37 0.60 0.60 0.53
6 0.50 0.53 0.42 0.62 0.39 0.59 0.52 0.53
8 0.52 0.20 0.39 0.01 0.45 0.09 0.46 0.20
10 0.50 0.20 0.38 0.01 0.57 0.10 0.56 0.20
12 0.54 0.02 0.28 0.00 0.52 0.02 0.54 0.02
14 0.54 0.02 0.39 0.01 0.56 0.02 0.53 0.02
16 0.52 0.02 0.25 0.00 0.58 0.02 0.52 0.02
18 0.52 0.02 0.37 0.01 0.44 0.01 0.51 0.02
20 0.51 0.01 0.29 0.00 0.37 0.01 0.51 0.01
22 0.51 0.01 0.44 0.01 0.51 0.01 0.50 0.01

Total 5.25 1.55 3.60 1.30 4.75 1.47 5.25 1.55
Output 5.00 1.00 3.48 1.00 4.54 1.00 5.00 1.00

Ref. [10]. The minimum active power limits correspond to the min-
imum technical limits of the wind turbines, which were considered
as 0.072 MW.

A constant Dispatch Center request of 5.0 MW/1.0 Mvar for all
these periods was assumed for these tests.

Results for the unit commitment stage show that all the turbines
in the wind park of Fig. 1 are committed, and for periods 2 and 3
there are, respectively, 1.65 and 0.50 MW that exceeds the available
power at the wind park, considering an amount of estimate losses
of 0.248 MW, identified as described in Fig. 3. The numerical value
used for was 10000 for this case, and values for bi

j
, ci
j
anddi

j
were

respectively equal to 1, 100, 100 for all i and j.
Table 2 shows the turbine dispatch for active and reactive pow-

ers and Table 3 the module and angle of voltage in all buses. Turbine
numbers are in the first column and the active and reactive powers
for each time period are presented in the other columns. In the last
row the wind park generation output is shown. Observe that the
active power losses estimative are close to the final result. The reac-
tive power output presents no reductions regarding the original
Dispatch Center request, showing the availability of reactive power
generation when active power is not close to nominal value, as
shown in Fig. 2. The non-linear dispatch algorithm tries to reduce
the active power losses by reducing the reactive power circulation
into wind park, and the buses that are close to the interconnection
bus are the ones that generate the larger values of reactive power,
complying with the generating limits. This behaviour can be
explained considering that the start-up and shut-down costs are
fixed in the Unit Commitment stage and in this case the operating
costs of the wind park are supposed equal for all the generators, so
the effect of reduce the output of each generator maintaining the

wind park output is related to reduce the total amount of losses
in the park. The P–Q curve explains the capacity to generate high
quantities of reactive power when the available active power is far
from its maximum. In the same way, the voltages of turbine buses
close to the interconnection bus present larger values, in order to
allow for an increase of the maximum limit of available reactive
power. Voltage at the interconnection bus is fixed at 1 p.u., and the
voltage differences between this bus and buses 4 and 6 result from
the presence of the transformer installed between buses 1 and 2.
The coefficients adopted for the solution of the non-linear problem
considered for this case were �iQ = 1000 and�iQ = 100 for all
period i.

3.2. Strategies to commit wind turbines

As explained before, by using different values for parameters
bi
j
, ci
j
anddi

j
it is possible to obtain different strategies to commit

the turbines. If bi
j
� ci

j
andbi

j
� di

j
, the result of the unit commit-

ment problem leads to a minimum changes of status strategy, but
if bi

j
� ci

j
andbi

j
� di

j
the result tends to favour a minimum number

of turbines in operation at each interval. The following example
compares these two strategies.

Tables 5 and 6 present the turbines committed for the different
strategies, considering the maximum available power of Table 1, the
technical minimum considered previously and the Dispatch Center
request of Table 4.

As it can be seen from Tables 5 and 6, when the Dispatch Center
request is less than the available active power at the wind park, the
number of possible combinations implies in different solutions for
the unit commitment problem. In the present case, the two strate-

Table 3
Turbine dispatch (voltage and angle)

Turbine bus Intervals

1 2 3 4

V1
k

(p.u.) �1
k

(◦) V2
k

(p.u.) �2
k

(◦) V3
k

(p.u.) �3
k

(◦) V4
k

(p.u.) �4
k

(◦)

4 1.10 0.00 1.09 0.00 1.10 0.00 1.10 0.00
6 1.10 −0.32 1.09 0.06 1.10 0.08 1.10 −0.25
8 1.08 −0.23 1.06 0.01 1.07 0.31 1.08 −0.43

10 1.08 −0.31 1.06 0.01 1.07 0.73 1.08 −0.09
12 1.08 −0.16 1.06 −0.34 1.07 0.55 1.08 −0.16
14 1.08 −0.16 1.06 0.04 1.07 0.67 1.08 −0.17
16 1.08 −0.22 1.06 −0.46 1.07 0.75 1.08 −0.23
18 1.08 −0.22 1.06 −0.03 1.07 0.28 1.08 −0.23
20 1.08 −0.26 1.06 −0.31 1.07 0.06 1.08 −0.26
22 1.08 −0.25 1.06 0.19 1.07 0.52 1.08 −0.27
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Table 4
Dispatch Center request

Intervals
1
P1

d1
(MW) 2.0

Q1
d1

(Mvar) 2.0

2
P2

d1
(MW) 3.0

Q2
d1

(Mvar) 3.0

3
P3

d1
(MW) 1.5

Q3
d1

(Mvar) 1.5

4
P4

d1
(MW) 2.0

Q4
d1

(Mvar) 2.0

Table 5
Turbines committed (minimum quantity of turbines)

Turbine Intervals

1 2 3 4

4 0 1 0 0
6 0 1 1 0
8 0 1 0 1
10 0 1 1 1
12 1 1 0 1
14 1 1 0 0
16 0 0 1 0
18 0 1 0 1
20 1 1 0 0
22 1 1 0 0
No. of turbines 4 9 3 4

Table 6
Turbines committed (minimum quantity of changes)

Turbine Intervals

1 2 3 4

4 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1
20 0 0 0 0
22 1 1 1 1
No. of turbines 9 9 9 9

gies differ in a considerable number of turbines committed, and the
relation between cost for start-up/shut-down and turbine operat-
ing cost determine the number of turbines in operation. Table 5
presents a solution obtained using bi

j
= 100 and ci

j
anddi

j
equal to 1,

while for Table 6 these values are bi
j
= 1 and ci

j
anddi

j
equal to 100

for all i and j. A numerical value of of 10000 was adopted for the
two cases for all time intervals.

Tables 7 and 8 show the dispatch of the wind turbines for the
commitments defined in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The request
of reactive power was set very high in this case, in order to show
the effect of the reactive power limits incorporated into the non-
linear problem. As mentioned, when the available active power
requested is reduced, the amount of available reactive power is
high. This can be observed in Table 7 for the turbine 6 at period 3. In
this period, active power dispatch is 0.39 MW (maximum available
active power), and the reactive power dispatched is 0.73 Mvar (1.87
times the active power available).

A similar result appears in period 3 in Table 8, with 0.19 MW and
0.79 Mvar dispatched. In all the results obtained for this period,
active power generation is distributed among all the generators
and dispatched close to their technical minimums. However, reac-
tive power is concentrated only in the generators that are close to
the interconnection bus to allow for a reduction of the wind park
internal active losses.

The coefficients for non-linear problem objective function con-
sidered for this case were �iP = 1000 and�iQ = 100 for all i.

To decide for a one strategy over another it is necessary to con-
sider the amount of active and reactive power reserves associated
to each scheduled turbine. In Table 9, the maximum capabilities
of wind park for each turbine commitment is shown. In this table,
columns 2 and 4 show the full amount of active power with the
commitment of turbines shown in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.
As it can be seen, the strategy of minimum status changes allows
increasing the active and reactive power reserves in periods 1, 2
and 4. This fact needs to be considered along with the active wind
power forecasting confidence interval associated to each dispatch
in order to cope with the natural intermittency of the total wind
park generation output.

3.3. Influence of �iP and�iQ values

As it can be seen from Fig. 2, the most restrictive area to deliver
reactive power is close the nominal active power. For this reason,
set points for a Dispatch Center request of 6.6 MW and 3.3 Mvar
were calculated, considering that all the turbines have the nominal
active power available, using different values for �iP and�iQ .

Table 7
Turbine dispatch (Pigk andQigk ) for minimum quantity of turbines

Turbine Intervals

1 2 3 4

P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar) P2
gk

(MW) Q2
gk

(Mvar) P3
gk

(MW) Q3
gk

(Mvar) P4
gk

(MW) Q4
gk

(Mvar)

4 0.40 0.53
6 0.40 0.52 0.39 0.73
8 0.38 0.50 0.46 0.68
10 0.37 0.47 0.57 0.50 0.55 0.60
12 0.53 0.62 0.28 0.48 0.54 0.52
14 0.53 0.62 0.36 0.43
16 0.58 0.44
18 0.35 0.28 0.53 0.44
20 0.51 0.51 0.29 0.18
22 0.51 0.51 0.34 0.02

Total 2.09 2.24 3.17 3.40 1.54 1.66 2.08 2.24
Output 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 1.50 1.50 2.00 2.00
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Table 8
Turbine dispatch (Pigk andQigk ) for minimum quantity of changes

Turbine Intervals

1 2 3 4

P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar) P2
gk

(MW) Q2
gk

(Mvar) P3
gk

(MW) Q3
gk

(Mvar) P4
gk

(MW) Q4
gk

(Mvar)

4 0.25 0.36 0.40 0.51 0.19 0.76 0.25 0.36
6 0.22 0.36 0.41 0.50 0.19 0.76 0.23 0.36
8 0.22 0.28 0.39 0.48 0.18 0.05 0.21 0.28
10 0.21 0.27 0.38 0.45 0.17 0.05 0.25 0.27
12 0.25 0.23 0.28 0.46 0.17 0.00 0.25 0.23
14 0.24 0.20 0.37 0.41 0.16 0.00 0.22 0.20
16 0.24 0.20 0.25 0.26 0.17 0.00 0.23 0.20
18 0.21 0.15 0.35 0.32 0.16 0.00 0.24 0.16
22 0.24 0.13 0.35 0.01 0.16 0.00 0.21 0.13

Total 2.08 2.18 3.17 3.40 1.54 1.64 2.08 2.18

Table 9
Maximum active and reactive power output

Period Available wind power

Minimum no. of turbines Minimum no. of changes∑10

j=1
Xi
j
PMax Si

gj
(MW)

∑10

j=1
Xi
j
QMax Si

gj
(Mvar)

∑10

j=1
Xi
j
PMax Si

gj
(MW)

∑10

j=1
Xi
j
QMax Si

gj
(Mvar)

1 2.48 1.55 4.95 2.67
2 3.13 3.62 3.09 3.64
3 1.50 1.68 4.11 3.11
4 2.34 1.73 4.86 2.72

Table 10
Wind Park output as function of �i

P
and�i

Q
coefficients

Bus �i
P

= 1000 and�i
Q

= 100 �i
P

= 1000 and�i
Q

= 1.0 �i
P

= 1.0 and�i
Q

= 1000

P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar) P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar) P1
gk

(MW) Q1
gk

(Mvar)

4 0.66 0.42 0.66 0.394 0.66 0.42
6 0.66 0.42 0.66 0.394 0.66 0.42
8 0.66 0.34 0.66 0.027 0.66 0.41
10 0.66 0.34 0.66 0.027 0.66 0.41
12 0.66 0.27 0.66 0.026 0.66 0.39
14 0.66 0.27 0.66 0.026 0.66 0.39
16 0.66 0.23 0.66 0.025 0.17 0.37
18 0.66 0.23 0.66 0.025 0.17 0.37
20 0.66 0.21 0.66 0.025 0.01 0.37
22 0.66 0.21 0.66 0.025 0.01 0.37

Total 6.60 2.95 6.60 0.99 4.32 3.93

Table 10 shows the solutions for the active and reactive pow-
ers generated for �iP = 1000 and�iQ = 100, �iP = 1000 and�iQ = 1,

�iP = 1 and�iQ = 1000 at each turbine. The active power generated
at each wind turbine is shown in columns 2, 4 and 6, and the reactive
power at columns 3, 5 and 7.

Since the Wind Park output needs to consider the internal active
and reactive power losses, the amount of active and reactive power
delivered to the grid varies in each case. For the first case, this
is 6.18 MW and 2.05 Mvar. In the second case, they are 6.23 MW
and 0.19 Mvar, and for the last case 4.05 MW and 3.3 Mvar, fulfill-
ing the reactive power request. As it can be seen, in the second
case the wind turbines placed far away from bus 1 (interconnec-
tion bus) have their reactive power output more reduced than
turbines at buses 4 and 6. On the other hand, when �iP = 1 and�iQ =
1000, reactive power output has priority over active power and
can be observed that turbines 16, 18, 20 and 22 have their active
power output reduced in order to guarantee the reactive power
output.

The value of active or reactive powers generated in order to
reduce internal losses while delivering the maximum active or reac-

tive powers depends therefore on the P–Q characteristic of the wind
generators and on the type of priority decisions that the wind park
managing system adopts.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a global optimization strategy was developed for
the identification of the commitment of wind turbines in a wind
park, as well as their active and reactive power set points, using a
combination of MILP and NLP optimization techniques. This strat-
egy allows following Wind Park Dispatch Center requests, regarding
active/reactive power to be generated. The approach was tested
with a small wind park having 10 generators and with different
wind power availability scenarios and generation requests. Results
obtained proved the effectiveness of the developed approach,
demonstrating its practical value in cases where wind parks are
requested to follow specific time sequence generation profiles. The
proposed approach is flexible enough to be used for different oper-
ational strategies. In the Unit Commitment problem, parameters
bi
j
, ci
j
anddi

j
can assume any values in order to follow a pre-defined
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strategy, avoiding turbines switching off. In the Dispatch problem,
the capability curves of the DFIG of the wind park are taken into
account, allowing the wind park to be effectively committed to
voltage control defined by the TSO or DSO.

The use of a confidence interval regarding active power genera-
tion restricts the solution of the optimization problem, requiring a
more complex analysis scheme that needs to be investigated, since
the relation between available active power and active power to be
dispatched is highly non-linear.
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Appendix A. List of symbols and notations

bi
j

cost associated to maintaining on turbine j at period i

ci
j

cost of start-up for turbine j at period i

di
j

cost of shut-down for turbine j at period i
DSO distribution system operators
DFIG double fed induction generators
fs grid frequency (considered constant for all periods)
i time period considered
iirj peak value of the rotor current for turbine j at period i

j turbine number
k bus number
Lmj

magnetizing inductance for turbine j
Lsj stator inductance for turbine j
MILP mixed integer linear programming optimization problem
nb number of buses in the wind park
ng number of wind generators
np number of time periods
OPF optimal power flow
Pidk

active power required by the Dispatch Center at the

interconnection buses for time interval i. If k is not a inter-
connection bus, Pidk

= 0

Pigj active power generated by the wind generator for turbine
j at period i

Pi
k
(Vi
k
, �i
k
) active power flow equation for bus k of the wind park at
period i

PiLOSS estimate for the wind park losses for time interval i
PiNDL

free non-negative variable that avoids unfeasibility in unit
commitment problem if the load is lower than generation
capability for period i

PiNDu
free non-negative variable that avoids unfeasibility in unit
commitment problem if the load is greater than genera-
tion capability for period i

PMaxSi
gj

maximum available active power limit of the generator,
determined from the wind power forecasting for turbine
j in time interval i

Pmin Si
gj

minimum technical limit for the wind turbine j in time
interval i, if there is enough wind speed to keep the gen-
erator in operation

Pmin TMi
g minimum technical capability of wind park at period i

Qigj reactive power generated by the wind generator for tur-
bine j at period i

Qi
k
(Vi
k
, �i
k
) reactive power flow equation for bus k of the wind park
at period i

TSO transmission system operator
Vi
k

voltage module at bus k of the wind park at period i
VMax
k

maximum voltage module at wind park bus k. Considered
as constant in this research

Vmin
k

minimum voltage module at wind park bus k. Considered
as constant in this research

Xi
j

binary variables describing the on/off turbine status for
period i and turbine j

Yi
j

start-up action for each turbine j at period i

Zi
j

shut-down actions for each turbine j at period i

Greek letters
˛iP parameter used to identify the percentage of non-

delivered active power at interval i
˛iQ parameter used to identify the percentage of non-

delivered reactive power at interval i
�i
k

voltage angle at bus k of the wind park at period i
� constant, number phi
�iP weight factor that control the priorities regarding active

power generation at period i
�iQ weight factor that control the priorities regarding reactive

power generation at period i

Appendix B

A. General parameters: base values for the pu system: base power:
100 Mva; base voltages: 0.69 kV for LV buses, 15 kV for MV buses,
and 63 kV for HV.

B. Wind turbine: cut-in speed = 4 m/s, cut-off speed = 25 m/s,
Lm = 19.37 mH, Ls = 7.468 mH, and |ir| = 0.0187 p.u.

C. Transformers: wind generator transformer (0.69:15 kV):
Sn(kva) = 750, Xt = 5%; wind park transformer (15:63 kV),
Sn(Mva) = 4.5, Xt = 5%.

D. Line parameters: line 1–2 + wind park transformer = 0.7690 +
j1.39356 p.u. For all lines: line impedance = 0.1986 + j0.0156 p.u.,
with a distance of 0.310 km. For each turbine transformer,
Xt = 6.667 p.u., Xc line = 0.00079 p.u.
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